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ABSTRACT 
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks consists of large number of mobile nodes having limited number of resources like energy, storage 
capacity, processing capabilities and so on. It suffers from several problems such as the rapid change of network topology caused 
by the high mobility of nodes. It is required to improve the quality of service of these networks to make them adoptable. OLSR uses 
multipoint relay flooding mechanism to optimize topology control messages broadcasting throughout the network. Each node of 
the network selects a subset of nodes (MPR) among its neighbours to disseminate control messages. The effective selection of MPR 
is a major factor to reduce routing overhead and improve the performance of network in terms of delay, throughput and packet 
delivery ratio of the network. With this aim, we propose a fuzzy logic based MPR selection algorithm (FLMPR) which improves the 
performance of the network. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A Mobile Adhoc Network is a multi-hop ad-hoc wireless network is composed of a number of autonomous, 

wireless and mobile nodes. There is no background network for the central control of the network operations, 

the control of the network is distributed among the nodes. The nodes involved in a MANET should cooperate 

with each other and communicate among themselves and each node acts as a relay as needed, to implement 

specific functions such as routing and security. When a node tries to send information to other nodes which is 

out of its communication range, the packet should be forwarded via one or more intermediate nodes. Nodes are 

free to move arbitrarily with different speeds; thus, the network topology may change randomly and at 

unpredictable time. Because of the limited radio range, they are generally multihop. Therefore, routing protocol 

is required in order to achieve communications between users in ad hoc networks.  

OLSR is one of the routing protocols that are widely used in MANET environment. The main idea of 

OLSR is the optimization of the broadcast discovery messages and routes updating throughout the network. The 

optimization is performed by the use of the Multipoint Relay (MPR) as a flooding mechanism. Indeed, each 

node selects, independently, its MPR nodes as a subset of one-hop neighbors that allows it to reach all two-hop 

neighbors. So, only nodes that are selected as MPR are allowed to broadcast control messages containing 

topology information. In conclusion, we can say that the use of the multipoint relay technique reduces, 

significantly, the impact of the dissemination of control messages and contributes to the overall performance of 

the protocol. This makes the MPR selection problem a keystone of the OLSR protocol studies. We aimed to 

optimize the MPR selection with a specific purpose such as minimizing the number of MPR nodes, reducing the 

TC parquets, improving QoS, etc. In this respect, we have proposed a new algorithm, called Fuzzy Logic based 

MPR (FLMPR) to select in OLSR for improving the performance of the network. 
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The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss the related work on the MPR selection. 

In section III, we discuss an overview with concept of Fuzzy Logic is given. In section IV, a Fuzzy logic based 

MPR selection algorithm and analytical results for this QoS MPR selection are presented. Finally, paper is 

concluded in section 5. 

 

II. Related Work: 

The optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol [15] is proactive protocol for MANET that uses the link 

state routing protocol as the base. It optimized the flooding of packets by reducing the number of redundant 

retransmissions and improves the quality of the network. It uses the concept of multi point relays (MPR) [16] to 

reduce the size the overhead of the network by optimizing the size of the control messages. In this approach a 

node shares the information about the set of links with MPR nodes only. MPR have the responsibility for 

forwarding and controlling the traffic of the network. As the efficiency of the OLSR protocol is totally 

dependent on the MPR. So, it becomes essential to select the best nodes of the network as the MPR node.  

An adaptive routing Fuzzy based Balanced Power Aware Routing Algorithm (FBPRA) incorporating path 

maintenance mechanism and a stable route using fuzzy logic was proposed by Abirami, et al., [1]. Path 

maintenance mechanism reduced path breakages by establishing new path through neighboring nodes, before 

packet transmitted path broke due to node mobility. Performance evaluation was through simulation to compare 

the proposed fuzzy logic approach and classical methods. The results revealed that the algorithm improved 

network performance effectively 

A reliable fuzzy-logic based routing algorithm to find a reliable reactive protocol in MANETs was 

proposed by Ghalavand, et al.,.  Nodes with more trust value and maximum energy are selected as routers based 

on a parameter called “Reliability Value” during route discovery. This formed a reliable source to destination 

route, increased network life and decreased packet loss during transmission. 

In [3] the authors proposed a heuristic to select the MPR-set. This heuristic has been used in the original   

specification of OLSR [8]. The basic idea is to select,  as MPRs, the one-hop neighbors having the  strongest 

coverability  or covering  two – hop neighbors that  cannot  be covered by other neighboring nodes. This 

heuristic has been deeply analyzed [6] [7], the results show that the heuristic allows to provide a set MPR near 

optimal that greatly reduces the retransmission of messages topology control (TC).  

Sarkar, et al[9] introduced an energy-efficient route between the source-destination pair then an energy 

consumption model was proposed to calculate the energy factor of the nodes. A trust model was deployed to 

track the value of the routing metrics. The energy consumption model reduced the routing overhead and 

increased the packet delivery ratio when compared to the Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) and the 

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocols. Shintre, et al[10]designed an Improved Blocking Expanding Ring 

Search (I-BERS) protocol to provide an energy efficient routing in MANET. In I-BERS, the chase packets were 

sent one ring ahead to the network diameter to prevent the rebroadcast of the RouteRequest RREQ packets.The 

I-BERS when compared to the Blocking Expanding Ring Search (BERS), was higly energy efficient 

 

III. Methodology: 

MANETs routing must consider important characteristics like node mobility. Fuzzy logic is a classical logic 

set with degree of membership. Fuzzy Logic was designed to represent fuzziness and vagueness mathematically 

and provide fundamental concept to handle imprecision intrinsic to issues of subjective evaluation and 

measurement [5]. Fuzzy set is possibility based instead of probability. It maps input features to output based on 

data as “IF - Then” rules controller. Fuzzified input data trigger one/many rules in fuzzy model to calculate 

results. IF - THEN rules map input values to output space regarding implication relation between fuzzy sets in 

“IF” and “THEN” parts. In this diagram of a generalized fuzzy system is explained in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1: A diagram of a generalized fuzzy system 

 

A key Fuzzy logic feature is handling uncertainties and non-linearity in physical systems, similar to 

reasoning by human beings, making it attractive for decision making systems [4]. Fig. 1. A diagram of a 

generalized fuzzy system  
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A fuzzy logic system has 3 elements: (i) Fuzzification, (ii) Knowledge base (rule and function), and (iii) 

Defuzzification. Fuzzification determines the membership degree to a crisp input in fuzzy sets. Fuzzy rule base 

presents input-output fuzzy variables fuzzy relationship. The fuzzy rule base output is based on membership 

degree specified by fuzzifier. Defuzzification converts outputs to fuzzy rule base into crisp values. Fuzzy Logic 

Controller (FLC) has two inputs: message precedence and network status, and an output: routing decision. The 

notion central to fuzzy systems is that the truth values (in fuzzy logic) or membership values (in fuzzy sets) are 

indicated by a value on the range [0.0, 1.0], with 0.0 representing absolute False and 1.0 representing absolute 

Truth. The minimum value is 0 and the maximum value is 1. The value in between the range can be decided by 

the membership function. 

 There are several parameters which decide about the performance of the wireless ad hoc network.  

 

Delay: 

A network path with minimum delay is preferred over the others. It is worth noting that if intra-flow and 

inter- flow interferences, queuing delays, and link capacity are not taken into consideration, then delay 

minimization often ends up being equivalent to path length or hop-count minimization.  

 

Energy Consumption: 

Energy consumption is a major issue in all types of wireless networks where the battery lifetime constrains 

the autonomy of network nodes. A protocol, if chooses path with an unreliable link, it would probably produce 

longer delay due to higher retransmission rates, that ultimately results in raise in energy consumption. The 

energy cost represents energy consumption of the network in order to prolong all connections between source 

and destination nodes. 

𝐸𝑐 = (𝑃𝑟 × 𝑇𝑟) + (𝑃𝑡 × 𝑇𝑡) + (𝑃𝑖 × 𝑇𝑖) + (𝑃𝑠 × 𝑇𝑠)  𝐸𝐶 = 𝐸𝐼 − 𝐸𝑐    

  

Where 𝐸𝑐 is the energy consumption of the network. EI is the total energy and EC is the energy cost. 

Calculation of the energy cost is done using the ECAO model. 

 

Mobility:  

This is a very important feature of MANET where there is always a high probability that a moving node 

trying to communicate with another moving node. This mobility actually inversely affects the quality of the 

signal received by the nodes. 

After the formation of the network, location update is performed. The location of the source node and 

destination node is updated.  Let (Xs1,Ys1) are the X and Y coordinates of the source node s1 at time Ts1 and 

(Xs2,Ys2) are the X and Y coordinates of the source node s2 at time at Ts2. Let  (Xd1,Yd1) are the X and Y 

coordinates of the destination node d1 at time Td1 and (Xd2,Yd2) are the X and Y coordinates of the destination 

node d2 at time at Td2.  

Then the position coordinates V of the source node and destination node is calculated as 

V = √(Xd1 − Xd2)
2 + (Yd1 − Yd2)

2           (1) 
Yd2−Yd1

Ydp−Yd1
=

Xd2−Xd1

Xdp−Xd1
         

 

IV Proposed Fl Based Approach For Mpr Selection: 

It is often impossible to select a node directly as the best MPR from the MPR set without considering the 

other factors about the node. It is better practice to evaluate all the other factors (energy, mobility, delay etc.) 

related to the node before selecting it as a MPR. It is almost impossible to select a node as the best MPR without 

taking other attributes into consideration and there is no straightforward method to measure or predict them. In 

this paper a FL based approach for predicting the best MPR from the participating nodes is proposed. The 

proposed method has been validated as an approach for selecting the best node as MPR across various data sets. 

In the proposed approach, we have given the fuzzy based algorithm to predict the quality nodes for the 

OLSR protocol in a MANET environment. To calculate the quality of a node in the network, the following 

proposed rules are used. 

1. If the energy of a node is High, stability is high and delay is low then the probability of the node to be 

selected as MPR will high. 

2. If the energy of a node is medium, stability is high and delay is low then the probability of the node to 

be selected as MPR will medium. 

3. If the energy of a node is low, stability is low and delay is high then the probability of the node to be 

selected as MPR will low. 

 

Algorithm: 

Step 1 
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 For a node n, start with an empty set of MPR nodes 

MPR[n]= empty 

 Step 2 

 For each node n ,Compute the 1-hop neighbour set(H1(n)) and 2-hop neighbour set(H2(n) 

1-hop neighbour means the set of nodes which are in the range of n. 

2-hop neighbour means the set of nodes which are neighbours of H1(x) but not belong to H1(n). 

Step 3 

 For each node n , to compute the value of quality factor F such energy, stability and delay as N[n]. 

Step 4 

 Sort each node n in the decreasing order based on the values of quality factor F. 

Step 5  

 First select as MPRs those nodes in H1[n] which provides path to reach some nodes in H2[n] and has 

the quality factor value is high. 

 Step 6      

 To optimize, process each node y in MPR[x], one at a time, and if MPR[x]-{y} still covers all nodes in 

N2[x] then remove y from MPR[x] 

Step 7 

 Go to step 4 until Qf becomes empty. 

Step 8 

 Stop the procedure. 

 

IV Performance Analysis: 

For the verification and validation of the proposed approach ns2 is used. The results obtained by the 

proposed approach shows that if various attributes have been taken into consideration for the MPR selection for 

the OLSR protocol, it will improve the quality of the OLSR protocol and the quality of the network too. 

Route discovery with OLSR using fuzzy logic protocol is analyzed and compared with the existing 

MANET routing protocols namely OLSR. Its performance is observed to be satisfactory in terms of average 

end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio (PDR), and throughput. 

 

Average delay: 

The average delay is the amount of time taken to travel the packet from the source to the destination node. 

In this experiment, the node speed is varied and the delay is monitored. The results show the proposed model 

takes less average time than the existing algorithms. In this protocol, the nodes can perform multipath routing 

and loop detection, it can enhance the network performance.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Node Speed(m/s) Vs End-to-End Delay 

 

Energy consumption: 

Energy consumption is defined as the amount of energy used for transferring packet to the neighbour nodes. 

The selection of the MPR node is based on the residual energy which reduces the path loss than the existing 

approach. The figure 2 shows that the energy consumption of the selection of MPR using proposed FLMPR 

approach is much reduced than the existing OLSR. 
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Fig. 2: Energy consumption Vs Simulation time 

 

Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have computed the complexity of the selection of best MPRs using Fuzzy Logic, i.e., 

multipoint relays selected according to a QoS metric as for instance the node energy, node mobility and the node 

coverage. The approach helps in assign the higher responsibilities to the quality nodes and thus improving the 

quality of the OLSR protocol and the network. The fuzzy logic based OLSR protocol was proposed to make the 

OLSR a quality one for the MANETs. The network lifetime is increased by selecting the quality nodes to serve 

as MPRs. The proposed approach helps in increasing the throughput & lifetime of the network. In future 

different set of metrics can be used to improve the efficiency of the proposed fuzzy logic based approach for 

OLSR protocol. 
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